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Life
"Think about it"

Everybody has troubles
And everybody's troubles are different than others

Life's a constant struggle
But keep your head high and it'll be alright

Life
Everybody has troubles

And everybody's troubles are different than others
Life's a constant struggle

But keep your head high and it'll be alrightLife
Everybody has troubles

Life's a constant struggleYo, Step into reality, it's a cold cold world
You got to learn to accept it, feels like I've been neglected

All these bands coming out and they sound alright
All these videos on tv and they look alright

I spent my whole life spilling my guts between the lines
Putting in more work than you will ever know than when I rhyme

Tryin to press the people so I can reach the masses
Give them what they want with this pen that's plastic (Life)

I got a message I'm a put it in a bottle
Sign the bottom of the paper and let the whole world swallow

Today can be tomorrow, ain't no telling when I'm leaving
I'm a rock this microphone even when I'm barely breathin'

When you start sleepin, D-loc starts creepin
When you actin a fool, D-loc's always thinking

Be clever when you play me because it's comin back to hull
I can feel my heats rising and it's pissin me off

And when it's pissin me off I got no choice
But to crack snap back at you like a chain reaction
I'm gettin older dog you better watch your mouth

You better think before you speak on the mic or get knocked out
It's been a minute and your shit better stop

Bring your punk ass back to Cali, bitch ass get popped
You ain't never in Cali, wonder why they don't accept you

Your sound's getten flopped, plus you got a fuckin attitudeLife
Life's a constant struggleI was never really understood, had alot of misunderstandings

Not too many saw my plan, so it left me standing in my own two shoes
Now what the fuck was I suppose to do?
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Givin a fight, be a man or take my life
To make ends meet I did more wrongs than rights
Couldn't hold a job, I can't handle being bossed

In and out of rehabs, from border schools I was tossed
Started hanging with the wrong crowd

Caught slanging by my pops and got thrown out
On my own once again I had to make it happen

That's just a little of my life before I started rappin'
But I always kept in touch with my dog Dustin

That's the one friend that I never stopped trusting
Next thing you know I'm living over at his pad

Me and him and Saint we was workin for his dad
Drinkin tallboys after work every night

Takin hits in the garage out of metal pipes
Working long ass hours no 9 to 5

But you gotta do what it takes to survive
That's around the time that we met Daddy X

And ever since then we've been on a new quest
Kottonmouth was formed so it began a new chapter
Of my life that I'm livin til I'm in the after afterLife

Everybody has troubles
And everybody's troubles are different than others

Life's a constant struggle
But keep your head high and it'll be alright

Life
Everybody has troubles

And everybody's troubles are different than others
Life's a constant struggle

But keep your head high and it'll be alrightLife
Everybody has troubles

"Think about it"
Life's a constant struggle

"Think about it"
Life

Everybody has troubles
"Think about it" "Think about it" "Think about it"

Life's a constant struggle
But keep your head high

And it'll be alright
"Think about it"

Life
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